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High performance liquid chromatography 
 High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is one of efficient methods of division 

of complex mixtures of compounds, which is widely used in analytical chemistry. The 
HPLC analysis is within group of methods, which due to complexity of the studied 
objects comprises preliminary division of the source complex mixture into relatively 
simple ones. The received simple mixtures are then analyzed with usually 
physicochemical methods or special methods developed for chromatography.  

 Liquid chromatography principle lies in division of components of the mixture on the 
basis of the difference in their equilibrium distribution between two non-mixing phases, 
one of which is immobile and the other is mobile (eluent). 

 The distinctive feature of HPLC is using of high pressure (up to 400 bars) and fine-grain 
sorbents (usually 3—5 mkm, now- up to 1,8 mkm). This helps to divide complex mixtures 
of substances quickly and fully (average time of analysis is 3 to 30 min). 
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Determination of pollutants in marine 

environment objects with HPLC method 
 The main distinctive feature of gas chromatography is the possibility of analysis of 

volatile and low-volatile nonpolar compounds only. That is why analysis of non-volatile 
polar compounds is to be done with liquid chromatography. 

 The most widespread classes of pollutants determined in the marine environment are: 
brominated antipyrenes, polyarenes, perfluorooctan sulfonic acid (PFOS), its salts etc. 
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HPLC principle 
     HPLC is the most efficient method to analyze organic samples of complex composition. 

Process of the analysis is divided into 2 stages:  
 
 Separation of a sample into components; 
 Detection and measurement of each component. 

 
     The separation task is solved with the help of chromatographic column, which is a tube 

filled with sorbent. During analysis a liquid (eluent) of certain composition passes 
through the column with permanent speed. A precisely measured doze of sample is 
added to this flow. The components of the sample in the chromatographic column due to 
their different affinity to sorbent in the column move in it with different speed and reach 
the detector in different time. So, chromatographic column is responsible for selectivity 
and efficiency of components separation. Choosing different types of columns one can 
manage the level of analyzed liquids division. Identification of compounds is done 
depending of their retention time. Quantitative determination of each component is 
calculated coming out of the size of analytical signal measured with the help of the 
detector attached to the column outlet. 
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HPLC principle 
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Choice of HPLC conditions taking into account 
hydrophobic properties of the divided substances 
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Main types of HPLC detectors 
  The most widespread detector in adsorption HPLC is spectrophotometric. In the process of 

substances elution optical density of eluate is measured in a specially designed micro-cuvette at 

pre-set wave length corresponding to the maximum of absorption of the substances to be 

determined. Such detectors measure absorption of light in UV or visible spectrum, and the first 

option is used more often. This is because most of chemical compounds have quite intensive 

absorption bands within wave lengths range 200-360 nm. 

 Principle of fluorometric detector is based on measuring of fluorescent radiation of absorbed 

light. Absorption usually is in UV part of spectrum, wave lengths of fluorescent radiation exceed 

those of absorbed light. Fluorometric detectors are highly sensitive and very selective. The most 

important sphere of their application is detection of aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons. 

 Exceptionally informative is mass-spectrophotometric detector, which has high sensitivity and 

selectivity. The main problem that makes using of this detector difficult is the problem of eluate flow 

feeding into mass-spectrometer. Development of micro-column chromatography helps to develop 

systems of direct feeding of eluate flow into ion source of mass-spectrometer. Mass-spectrometers 

used have high resolution and significant speed of response, with chemical ionization at 

atmospheric pressure or ionization with electric dispersion. Recent models of mass-spectrometers 

work within mass range m/z 20 to 4000 a.m.u. Mass-spectrometric detector implies strict 

requirements to solvents purity, is expensive and difficult to operate. 
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Methods of POPs extraction from hard samples 

 

 Soxhlet extraction (requires much expensive solvents and much 
time) 

 

 Ultrasonic extraction (low level of extraction) 

 

 Supercritical fluid extraction (requires expensive carbon dioxide of 
high purity and unique equipment) 

 

 Accelerated liquid extraction (requires expensive extraction 
equipment) 

 

 Microwave extraction (requires expensive extraction equipment; 
degradation of some PAHs during extraction could happen) 
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Schemes of pollutants determination 
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Sampling 

Adding of internal standard 

In case of hard samples – cool 

dehumidification 

 

 Extraction with organic solvents 

 
HPLC 

 
Determination using HPLC method with spectrophotometric, 

fluorimetric or mass-spectrometric detectors  

 Fractionation with column 

chromatography method 

 



PAHs determination schemes  
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Example of PAH determination in fish with 

QuEChERS method 
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Examples of chromatograms at determination of 

PAH in fish with QuEChERS method 
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